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Abstract 
Yu, B., A note on an invariant of Fintushel and Stern, Topology and its Applications 38 (1991) 
137-14s. 
Fintushel and Stem have used equivariant Yang-Mills theory to define an invariant for Seifert- 
fibered homology spheres which, if positive, shows that the homology sphere cannot bound a 
&-acyclic 4-manifold. This invariant was used to show that certain knots were not slice. Combining 
their idea and a compactness result of Fintushel and Lawson, we generalize their invariant to 
Seifert-fibered rational homology spheres and apply it to Montesinos knots. In particular we 
obtain a gauge theoretic proof of a non-slice theorem of Casson and Gordon. 
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Introduction 
In [4], Fintushel and Stem used equivariant Yang-Mills theory to study smooth 
pseudofree S’-actions on 5manifolds. They defined an invariant for Seifert-fibered 
homology spheres which was used to show that certain Seifer-fibered homology 
spheres did not bound +,-acyclic 4-manifolds. Combining their idea and the com- 
pactness result of [4] we generalize their invariant to Seifer-fibered rational homology 
spheres. As an application we define invariants for Montesinos knots that are used 
to show that certain Montesinos knots are not slice. In particular we obtain a gauge 
theoretic proof of Theorem 5.1 of [2]. 
1. Pseudofree orbifolds 
First we review some fundamental facts from 145 
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A pseudofree S-action is a smooth S-action on a (2k+ I)-manifold Q such that 
the action is free except for finitely many exceptional orbits with isotropy 
z aI 3 . . . , Ha,,, where aI,. . . , a, are pairwise relatively prime. The total isotropy is 
the product cu=al--a,. A pseudofree orbifold X = Q’/S’ is the quotient of a 
smooth 5-manifold Q5 by a pseudofree S’-action. Then X is a 4-manifold with 
isolated singularities whose neighborhoods are cones on Lens spaces L(ai, bi) 
corresponding to the exeptional orbits in Q’. 
Let X = Q’/S’ be a pseudofree orbifold, set D(X) = X - lJy= 1 int( cL( ai, bi)). The 
S-action over D(X) is free, hence it is classified by an Euler class e E H2( D( X); Z). 
The tubular neighborhood of an exceptional orbit Ei with isotropy B,, in Q5 is 
D4x =$ which is d ff i eomorphic to D4 x S’, hence the part of Q5 over each L( ai, bi) 
is S3 x S’. From this we see that i*(e) is a unit in B,, where 
The 
O+ H’(D(X),aD(X); B)il- H’(D(X); Z)i’- H’(aD(X);B)=H,. 
S-action on the tubular neighborhood D’ x D’ x S’ of Ei is 
t- (z, w, s) = (zt’l, wtSa, staq, 
where ri and si are relatively prime to ai. The triple (ai; ri, Si) is called the slice type 
of the exceptional orbit Ei with isotropy Ha,. Note that 
where 
The 
( D2 X D2 X S’)/S’ = D2 X D2/Za, = cL(ai; ri, Si) = cL(ai, bi), 
rig s bi (mod ai). 
pair (D(X), e) gives complete classifying information for the S’-action 
(Q’, S’). Since i*(cue) =, 0, there exists a urlique class fe H2( D(X), aD(X); H) such 
that J’*(4) = (ye. We define e2 to be the rational number 
1 
cy (e uf)P(X), awx)l, 
where [D(X), aD( is the fundamental class of (D(X), D(X)). Since X is a 
rational homology manifold there is a rational intersection form defined on 
H’(X; Q). If we identify H2( D( X), aD( X); Z) with H2( X; 2) and then view 
e E H’(X; Q), the rational self-intersection umber of e is just e*. 
In general, given a pseudofree orbifold X, we say that an element e E H2( D(X); Z) 
is a pseudofree Euler class if i*e is a unit in H2(aD(X); Z) =Z,. Such an e defines 
a pseudofree S-action over X (cf. [4]). 
Using Fintushel and Stern’s method, we construct pseudofree orbifolds from 
Seifert-fibered H2-homology spheres. 
Consider the Seifert-fibered manifold [ 61 
M3= M(“; (I9 -b)9 (LyI9 PI), l l l 9 tan, Pn)), ai >2* 
Assume that ai are pairwise relatively prime. Let QI = (Y] l l l a.,, and c = 
-a6 + zy=, pia/ai. Then H,( M3 ; Z) = HI,I and the pairwise relatively prime integers 
c+y1,..., cy, completely determine 3 (see ‘Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of [6]). Note that 
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M3 admits a pseudofree S-action with exceptional orbits with isotropy Z,, , . . . , Z,,,; 
and the quotient space M3/S’ = S2. Let C be the mapping cylinder of the orbit 
map M3 + S2. C is a 4-manifold with n singularities whose neighborhoods are cones 
on the lens spaces L(cUi, -aCT/ai), where &I z 1 (mod ai). The boundary of C is 
M. By Corollary 5.3 of [6], M can be canonically oriented such that M bounds a 
negative definite simply connected smooth 4-manifold. Orienting M this way we 
know that C has a negative definite intersection form [4]. 
Let P= C -Uy__, int(Cl(ai, -~c~/~i), then we have the following exact 
sequences: 
H* ir L(ai9 -C”a/ai); Z + Hl(P; Z)+ HI P, b L(ai, -cfa/ai); Z 3 
i=l i=l 
III II 
L 0 
HA ; Z)+ H,(P; Z)+ H,(P, M; Z). 
111 II 
& 0 
Since (cy, c) = 1 we see that H,( P; Z) = 0. 
H2(P, M;Z)=H, P, fi L(Iyi, -Cfa/Lyi); Z 
i=l > 
C, G CL(ai, -C”a/ai); Z = H2( S2; Z) = Z. 
i = 1 
Let /3 be the generator 1 in 2(P, M; Z) =Z. Since 
2(P, M; a) i* HZ 6 L(ai, -CTa/ai); Z + H3(e aP; Z) 
i=l 
II II1 
H,(P, Z’) =0 
is exact, i*p is a unit in H’(Uy=, L(ai, -cTa/ai); H). 
Suppose M” bounds a Z2-acyclic smooth 4-manifold Let X = u (-C), then 
X is an oriented positive definite pseudofree orbifold. Its pseudofree Euler class 
eM E H2(D(X); a) is chosen to be the image of p E 
homomorphism 
Using this eM, we c ice 
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We have (with a slight abuse of notation) 
o-, H2(P,aP;Z)ii- H2(P, M3; B) + H2 fi L((Y~, -C”af ai); Z 
i=l 
UJ W 111 
f eM &Y 
j*f = aeM E H2( P, M3; Z), e2M 
1 
‘;(eM uf)[e@l- 
Note that f is a generator of H2( P, 3P; H) = H. By Poincar6 duality 
Hz(p,aP;z)p~ H,(P;Z) 
and the exact sequence 
- HJP, M3; ) --, H,( M3; 2) + H,( P; 8) + 0 
we see that 
eMUf)[P,@&?M, i& P.D. f). 
a 
) = 0, i* P.D. f is ICI times the generator of H2( P, M3; Z) = Z. We get 
6?‘M = c I I, a, 
not e2M =l/a. 
The pseudofree Euler class eM determines apseudofree S-action on a 5-manifold 
O(e,). It is the following construction of [4]. 
Define an S-action on M x D2 to be 
t-(x, .z)=(t’x, tz), XE M, ZE D2, 
where the S-action on M is the pseudofree S’-action of Seifert-fibered 3-manifold 
and S’ acts on D2 via complex multiplication. The orbit space (M x D2)/S’ = C. 
The quotient map ?T: M x D2+ C is a singular S’-bundle over C. This bundle 
restricts to a trivial S-bundle over aC = M since we have the following commutative 
diagram 
h 
MxS’-MxS’ 
x 
\J 
PI 
M 
where n(x, z) = z-’ OX, h(x, z) = (z%x, z) and P&K, z) =x. 
Define an S-action on W x S’ to be 
t(x, 2) = (2, tz), (x, 2) E 
the quotient map US’+ is a trivial S’-bundle. The two bundles agree over 
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their boundaries. Glueing them together we get a singular S*-bundle Q over WU 
(-C), this is the pseudofree S’-action determined by eM. To see this let V = 
(M x D2) x y R2 where S’ acts on R2 via complex multiplication. We have a quotient 
map 
(M x D2) xslIw2+ (M x D’)/S’ = C 
its restriction over P is the associated SQ(2)-vector bundle of v : n-‘(P) + I? Define 
a cross-section of VIP + P as 
Lx, zl-) 1x3 5 21 
where (x, z) E M x D2, [x, z] and [x, z, z] denote the equivalence classes under 
S’-action. We see that the self-intersection of zero-section of V(, + P is the dual of 
p E H2(p, M3; Z). 
Similar to [4], we can show that this pseudofree Z&action has slice types 
(ai; ri, ~1) = (ai; Craf Cyi, 1) where Ic~c? B 1 (mod ai). 
2. e invariant of Fintushel Stern 
The basic construction of [4] goes as follows. Let be a positive definite 
pseudofree orbifold, by Lemma 2.2 of [2], there exists a regular a-fold branched 
cyclic covering 
h:M(X)+X 
where M(X) is a smooth 4-manifold with a smooth &-action and X = M(X)/&. 
Let e E H2( D( X); Z) be a pseuodfree Euler class, it determines a Z,-equivariant 
oriented R2-bundle L, with Euler class A*e over (X). Set E = L,@E where E is 
the trivial real line bundle over M(X), E is a B,-equivariant S0(3)-vector bundle 
over M(X). In [4] Fintushel and Stern studied the moduli space A” of Z,- 
equivariant self-dual connections on E under Za -equivariant gauge equivalences. 
The dimension of 4” as a topological space is 
R(X,e)=2e2-3+n+ C - n 2 Yctg i=l Czi k=l 
For our Seifert-fibered Z,-homology sphere 3, X = WU(-C), we have 
R(X, e,) = R(c; al,. . . , a,) 
44 =;-3+n+ i Lac'Ctg 
i=l Cyi k=l 
where IcIcT = I (mod arj). 
For the S0(3)-vect 
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that LO E is a &invariant reduction of E. Since H,( W; Z,) = 0, we see that 
H@(X); E2) = 0 for D(X) = Wu (-P). By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 of [4] and 
Proposition 2.5 of [S], the number of &invariant reductions of E = L,, @I E is odd. 
According to Theorems 2.1 and 10.1 of [4] we know that if Ju” is compact and 
R(c;cq,..., ar,) > 0 then the Seifert-fibered &-homology sphere 3 cannot bound 
a &-acyclic smooth 4-manifold. 
Fintushel and Lawson proved (cf. [3]): 
Zf t?‘<4;‘tYj, j= 1,. . . , n, then Ha is compact. 
Hence we get: 
eorem2. ISe’M=Icl/Q<4/a,,1~j~n,andR(c;al ,..., a,)>O,thentheSeifert- 
Jibered $,-homology sphere M cannot bound a &acyclic smooth 4-manifold. 
When ICI = 1, R(c; al,. . . , (y,) is just R(a,, . . , cu,) defined in [4]. 
3. Montesinos knots 
The invariant of Fintushel and Stern can also yield non-slice results for Montesinos 
knots. These are knots obtained by plumbing bands according to a weighted tree 
of the form 
---- 
e nl en2 e nk 
n 
where each weighted vertex denotes a band with the labeled number of half twists, 
and each t-simplex denotes that the two boundary labeled vertices are plumbed 
together. For instance, the diagram 
-2 -2 -2 -3 
0 0 
denotes the following knot 
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which is the stevedore’s knot 
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We denote the Montesinos knot determined by the weighted tree (*) by 
Ue; a,/& 9 l l l 9 ~“/P,), where 
ailpi = IA 9 ei2, l . l 9 %,I 
1 
= e- - II 
1 
e. - I2 
ei3 - 
. . . 
1 -- 
eiki 
The two-fold cover of S3 branched over the ontesinos knot 
K(e; (Y,/&, . . . , an/&) is the Seifert-fibered 3-manifold M(0; (1, -e), 
(a, 9 PA l l l , (a,, P,,)) which is the boundary of the 4-manifold plumbed according 
to the weighted tree (*). 
If the knot K(e; CY,/~,, . . . , a,/&) bounds a smooth disc D2 in the 
i.e. K is smoothly slice, then M(0; (1, -e), (a,, PI), . . . , (a,, fin)) 
Z,-acyclic smooth 4-manifold (cf. Lemma 4.2 of [2]). 
Given a Montesinos knot K = K\e; q/p,, . . . , a,,/&,) with 
pairwise relatively prime, define R(K)= R(c; q,. . . , an), where 
CT=, PiaIai- rf Icl/Q <J/ai, 1 zs is n, and K is slice, then R(K)<O. 
4-ball B4, 
bounds a 
*1,***, Pn 
c=-ae+ 
gier 
According to [6], the Seifert-fibered &-homology sphere M3 determined by c, 
QIl,**., cy,, has a canonical orientation so that M3 bounds a plumbed 4-manifold 
with negative definite intersection form. A minimal such plumbing (i.e. adrAqitting 
no (-1) blow down) is unique. It is given by the following plumbing diagram 
-bll -b 
12 -blr 
--e_1_1 1 
-w-- c+ 
(**) -bg . 
* 0 
--- 
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b0 > 1, bij 2 2, with weights determined by 
where Q! =qcy2- l w,. The pi are determined by 
OCpi < (Yi, jBicY/ai = -1~1 (mod ai). 
Neumann and Zagier proved that R( cyI, . . . , a,) = 2b,,-3 in [7], their proof is also 
valid when ICI> 1, i.e. R(c; q,. . . , a,)=2b0-3. 
For example, let (c; cyI, a2, (YJ = (25; 3,29,74), we have p, = 2, pz = 17, p.3 = 55, 
b0=2. Here c/a <4/ai, i= 1,2,3. Hence the corresponding Seifert-fibered HZ- 
homology sphere cannot bound &acyclic smooth 4-manifold. 
Applying the result to Montesinos knot yields the following: 
Let K be the Montesinos knot determined by the plumbing diagram (**), 
if ICI/~ C d/aig i = 1, . . . , n, and b0 2 2, then K is not slice. 
As a corollary we can prove Theorem 5.1 of [2]. Let Kk denote the following 
knots (k E Z). 
k full positive twists 
Theorem 5 [2]. Kk is slice if and only ij k = 0,2. 
roof. As in [2] we need only consider the cases of k = (u - 1)~. When k = 0,2, Kk 
is ribbon, hence slice. Kk corresponds to the following plumbing diagram (k > 0) [ 11. 
2m-1 
n c 
- 2 -2 -2 
--_.-* 
-2 
--L.-e 
-2W -3 
n-l 
where 2m -I- n = 2k. Set 
m=21,n=219 when k-3!, 
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(notethatk=(u-l)ucannotequalto3Z+l).ThencY,=2m,a,=2n+I,~=4k+I 
b, = 2. It can be easily verified that (q, cyz) = 1 and c/a <4/ai, i = 1,2, when k a 6: 
Hence Kk are not slice knots when ka6. Cl 
. The conditions 
we cannot work without 
Icl/cu <4/ai, 1 s is n, can be improved (cf. [3]). However 
restrictions on ICI/ cy. For example, K2 corresponds to 
-2 -3 
Here cyl = 2, cy2 = 5, c = 9, hence c/ CY > 41~~~. We have b, = 2, but K2 is slice. 
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